
 

 

How to Honor the Intention of What You’re After 
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One of the best ways to keep honoring your intention, regardless of 

the final aim of it, is to keep motivated. It’s pretty easy to get excited 

about a specific subject, project or idea. But as time goes by, so goes 

passion too. In the end, you have to check if there was love all along, 
or if it was only passion. 

 

However, in real life, with all the little plans and objectives you esta-

blish to yourself, it isn’t just about finding the right person. It’s about 

commitment. Commitment to your goals, to your ideas, to yourself. 

So, what’s the best way to honor an intention? Motivation. Motivation 

will be the vehicle which will carry you from point A - the starting line - 

to point B - the finish line. Want to write a book? Want to be promo-

ted? Want to finish that tree house you promised to your kid? Want to 

get fit and healthy? Want to learn how to dance? At the end of the 
day, it really doesn’t matter what your initial talent was to each of 

these objectives. It’s all about the commitment you put up to it.  

 

When we talk about motivation, we must separate the term. There are 

two kinds of different motivation - intrinsic and extrinsic. Understan-

ding each one can make all the difference, so read on - keep motiva-



 

 

ted to do so! Intrinsic motivation comes from the inside. In its purest 

form, it doesn’t involve any kind of external reward or compensation; 

everything comes from the inner passion and drive from a specific 

person. This motivation might be the hardest one to master, but it’s 

the most powerful type, and it can lead to incredible life-changing 

moments, improvements and achievements. On the other hand, we 

have external rewards, or extrinsic motivation. We’re talking about 

compliments, winning a competition, or something simpler like fitting 
into a smaller size. These are also powerful, but to a lesser extent. If 

this was a metaphor about love, extrinsic rewards are like passion, 

they easily come and establish themselves as quickly as they go, lea-

ding an intense but short-lived sensation. Intrinsic motivation is some-

thing like love. You know it when it appears, but it’s impossible to 

rush it and pretty hard to master it. However, it can be your greatest 

ally for as long as you’re commited to it.  

 

Remember that a very important element in commitment is to unders-

tand that our body and mind naturally tend to focus on more immedi-
ate rewards, accomplishments or feats. In order to be sustained, an 

idea or objective should be relevant to a daily person’s life. For exam-

ple, if you’re thinking about getting fit, don’t focus on the long-term 

goal. Don’t think about having a future healthy life, fitness and fit bo-

dy. Rather think about that post-workout feeling of relaxation, of ac-

complishment, of success. Of discipline, of victory, of mastery of 



 

 

one’s commitment. This focuses on the internal drive and motivation, 

and it may not come naturally to all.  

 

To those who struggle with commitment, surely they mastered the 

ability to list an enormous amount of reasons to why they shouldn’t 

do anything. These recurrent thoughts are something like “I’m too 

busy in work”, “I’m too stressed or tired”, or the classic “I won’t do it 

today, but I will surely do it tomorrow”, among others. These beliefs 
are self-damaging and can really cripple one’s ability to grow and 

commit to a certain objective. We define them as self-sabotaging be-

liefs/thoughts, i.e. thoughts which move you further from your goal, 

with no other specific purpose than to maintain the current status quo 

and procrastination habits. 

 

There are three fantastic strategies you can employ to leave all those 

crippling thoughts behind and move on with your life, with your objec-

tives, with your dreams and aspirations. You deserve it! Build Sustai-

nable Motivation! 
 

  



 

 

The Self-Efficacy Method. 

 

Everything comes from inside. It doesn’t matter if it’s a tiny goal or a 

gargantuan epic endeavor - it all comes from yourself. You will deter-

mine if you can do it or not, not anything or anyone else. This is what 

Self-Efficacy means - the ability to think of yourself on a confident, 

motivated way. Someone with Self-Efficacy firmly believes in his per-

sonal ability to achieve a goal. He trained himself to have constant 

thoughts of achievement and success. Self-Efficacy people think so-

mething like “No matter the bumps in the road, I will find another way 
to drive to my goal”, “If I’ll work hard, I’ll always be successful” or 

even “I will succeed, and I’m the only one who can say that and be 

sure of it”. It’s impossible for a Translator to translate 2,000 words if 

he only believes he’s able to do 1,000. Everything comes from inside! 

 

To start out developing Self-Efficacy, be sure to begin with easier 

tasks or activities in which you know you can excel. For example, if 

the Translator wants to be able to translate 2,000 words per day, 

maybe he can start with smaller goals, like doing 1,250 per day for a 

week. He will know when to step up to the next level - and keep go-
ing until he surpasses the 2,000 words mark. In other words, ensure 

early success to keep motivated! 

 

There are two more strategies to develop this important ability. Inspire 

yourself with the success of others. If they did it, so can you. This is 



 

 

particularly efficient when the person you are looking up to is closer to 

you, like a relative, loved one or even co-worker. On the other hand, 

getting a supportive friend or voice to help you along the way will 

always be a fantastic step toward your goal.  

 

Believe in yourself and create Self-Efficacy! 

 

  



 

 

Releasing Sabotage Method. 

 

In this method, we apply reasonable thinking. We sabotage ourselves 

even when we’re not aware of it. It’s not what’s in our path - it’s all 

about how we react to it. It doesn’t matter if you’re upset, depressed, 

happy or ecstatic. It all comes about the though patterns you hold 

dear to yourself. 

 

We need to hear our inner comments to what’s happening around us. 

This is when you independent thinking comes into use. We need to 
be rational in the face of the many negative thoughts we have thro-

ughout the day. These might be horrible obstacles which move you 

further from your goal. There are three automatic negative thoughts 

we have throughout the day: mind-reading, predicting failure and fee-

ling inadequate. In mind-reading, we automatically assume that peo-

ple will react negatively to us, when there is nothing to suggest that 

intention. Predicting failure happens when we sabotage our ming with 

failure, even though we haven’t tried something yet. “Oh, I won’t talk 

to that professor about my project because he won’t pay me any at-

tention”. Seriously, how do you know that? Last but not least, we ha-
ve feeling of inadequacy. In this, we transport our emotions or feelings 

as an absolute truth. “If I’m being a loser or a I feel like a loser, I’m su-

rely one.” 

 



 

 

How to counter these thoughts? Be reasonable. Think about the rea-

sons to why you’re saying that to yourself. Are those reasons real? Or 

are you just beating yourself up? Aren’t you behind your fears after 

all?  

 

  



 

 

Put Your Signature on The Contract Method. 

 

In this method, you are going to create a real contract. It doesn’t mat-

ter if it’s just to you or to someone, but it will be more effective if you 

give this contract to someone else, to check your progress and know 

if you obliged to it.  

 

Create ‘Commitment Contracts’. These are what you expect them to 

be - a written contract between you and someone, where you commit 

to achieve or do something within a specific time period. If you don’t 
succeed, there will be some form of consequence. Input your signatu-

re in the end, and commit to the objective. Having a written obligation 

can be a very powerful motivator to many people. The cost of not 

being able to do something is also a very important motivator. Many 

people create Commitment Contracts which oblige them to give mo-

ney to someone else or charity if they aren’t able to complete it. If it 

isn’t personal shame that’s going to move you, money is another very 

important, tangible effect of not honoring your commitments. Redact 

that contract and sign it! 

 

  



 

 

Final Thoughts. 

 

Remember that life isn’t a race. It’s a marathon! One will only achieve 

their wildest dreams if they put up their mind to it, and I mean really 

put their mind to it. Passion might make you started, but commitment 

will make you get there, where you finally want to be. Motivation! Dri-

ve! Commitment! Move forward and accomplish your dreams. 


